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Abstract: Customer Relationship Management (CRM) plays a vital role in identifying customer behaviour analysis which can help to a great extent of retaining the customers and providing an quality service to the customer. Retail sector is an typical art of business, which requires an accurate identified approach in decisions making. CRM can be powered by data mining techniques in attaining to the right configuration or setting which help in finding right solutions. On the other hand, the retailers are unable to predict the demand of products which may leads to inconsistencies in profit by the use of CRM. To overcome this disadvantage, an integrated version of CRM along with Supply Chain Management (SCM) is designed which affords the stock requirement from SCM based on the demand in CRM. Thus SCM with CRM enhances the retailers profit, meet the customer’s demand and retain the current customers.
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1. Introduction

1.2. Supply Chain Management (SCM)

Supply Chain Management recognizes all of conventional logistics and also includes activities such as marketing, new product materials development, and finance and customer service. It conveys a system approach to realize and dealing with the different activities needed to organize the flow of products and services to best supply the ultimate customer. Each group of customer has a specific set of requirements. The supply chains that provide different markets need to respond effectively to those requirements. To succeed in the competitive markets that make up today’s economy, companies must learn to align their supply chains with the demands of the markets they serve.

1.3. Integrating CRM and SCM

Supply chain management (SCM) and customer relationship management (CRM) software are not usually mentioned in the same breath -- let alone SCM CRM integration -- and with good reason.

SCM software chugs along, ensuring that materials and information flow through the supply chain with the highest possible efficiency and the lowest possible cost. Meanwhile, CRM software focuses on the identification, targeting, acquisition and retention of customers, and on the building of strong relationships between the business and its customers.

Thus, the two tools tend to sit at opposite ends of the enterprise and deal with different sets of data albeit with the same end goal. There have been exceptions -- notably Dell Inc.’s famous skill at building to order, which was based in part on tight integration between customer-facing functions and supply chain elements.

For the time being, however, most organizations are not run like Dell so "connecting SCM and CRM is not an integration challenge in the traditional sense," said Simon Ellis, an
CRM can be defined as "CRM and SCM need to function in adjacent spaces and there needs to be a process that connects them loosely."

Still, even loose SCM CRM integration can be important. "We have all watched the economy over the last 18 months and it is clear that consumers are looking to get the best possible deals and they want to stretch their dollars further," Ellis said.

One implication of this trend has been the rapid increase in store brands or private label brands -- a trend that Ellis said can be offset by aligning sales and production, leveraging information to increase innovation and better management of the post-sales element of the customer relationship.[1]

A different approach of integrating both CRM and SCM is processed in which, a module is developed which intimates the demand from CRM to SCM. In customer development module the products are categorized according to yearly, monthly, weekly, daily and seasonal based. So whenever demand occurs the stock availability is increased in SCM and provided to CRM which satisfy and retain the current customer.

2. Related Work

CRM can be defined as process of using information technology in implementing relationship marketing strategies, with particular emphasis on customer relationship. Nairn (2002) goes further and defines CRM as a long-term business philosophy that focuses on collecting and understanding customer information, treating different customers differently, providing a higher level of service for the best customers and using these together to increase customer loyalty and profitability [3].

Alhaiou et al proposed some benefits of CRM which includes lower cost of customers’ acquisition, improvement of customer services, customer retention and loyalty increase, higher customers’ profitability, easier identification of profitable customers and companies’ productivity increase [4]. Ngai et al categorizes analytical CRM on four dimensions [5]. Other related works in CRM are explained as follows.

Customer Identification includes mainly customer segmentation. It implies the subdivision of the set of all customers into smaller segments including customers with similar characteristics [6]. According to Kracklauer et al. (2004), customer satisfaction is the main issue regarding customers’ retention. The customer’s perception of the value offered by the company leads to sustained customer retention [8].

3. Problem Definition

Retailing is an activity that involves buying goods or services and selling them to final customers and maintaining the relationship with the organization. All the existing features regarding CRM is efficacy in delivering strategies but does not meet the customers demand. The main drawbacks in retail business are if products are sold in huge amount and high demand arises and subsequently if stock is not available it leads to inconsistencies of profit to the retailers. This paper produces an effective mechanism in designing integrated version of CRM along with SCM. Thus, to enhance retail business marketing, automatic generation of products are intimated from SCM to the development module of CRM. By the use of data mining techniques each module are scheduled. By considering various parameters, similar customers are identified and mainly occasional customers are converted to regular or valuable customers. In order to retain the current customers some attractive programs are developed.

4. System Architecture

Integration of CRM and SCM architecture clearly explains the process of grouping the frequent customers, how to amend occasional customers to regular customers by providing attractive programs. Finally, retaining of frequent customers and profitability is attained by this achievement.

4.1. Grouping of similar customers

Grouping of similar customers are evolved by exploiting various parameters such as product, customer and sales information from transaction database. Taking into account, that a retail company receives thousands of visits to its stores every day, it is not possible to know each customer personally. From managerial point of view, companies are not able to customize their relationship with each customer.

In order to establish and reinforce the relationship with customers, companies need to identify groups of customers who can be treated similarly. Fuzzy clustering techniques are applied in grouping of similar customers. The grouping process is mainly done by frequent visit of customers and amount spent by individual customers. According to threshold value the final output formed are valuable customers, regular customers and occasional customers where these output results are given as input to the business development module.

![Figure 1: Predictive analysis of customer retention system](image)

4.2. Business development
In business development module, 2 criteria’s are mainly concerned. First, the occasional customers are changed to regular or valuable customers by providing some attracting programs, discounts etc. second, by applying Data cube technology the yearly, monthly, weekly, daily and seasonal based sold products are verified and stored on the database. Considering these parameters if demand arises in CRM, then stock availability is automatically increased in SCM and is provided to CRM in order to meet the demand hence increasing the profitability and retaining of customers.

4.3. Customer attraction and retaining the customers

In customer attraction, discounts and some loyalty programs are conducted which motivates the customer to place an order immediately. Direct marketing and coupon distribution are some examples of customer attraction. In customer retaining, predictive analysis of data mining techniques are applied, and analysis of whether the customer will retain or not are identified by hidden markov model with the help of product and customer details, some attractive programs are conducted specially to similar customers in order to retain the current customers. In this paper the main objective of organization is some intensify efforts are taken to retain the current customers and profit is also increased.

5. Implementation

CRM-SCM integration strives to satisfy and promptly deliver products to customers, ensuring availability of the product and maintaining profitability of the manufacturer.

In this paper, we have proposed the Algorithm by name “Apriori”. By using this data mining algorithm we can know which product has the more demand. By knowing this the retailers can increase the number of those demanded products. We can know the type of the user like whether the user is a valuable, occasional, regular user. Based on that classification the retailers can attract the users.

This work is divided into four phases,

A. Product Registration.
B. Product Analysis.
C. Market position.
D. Product report.

Apriori Algorithm

- Algorithms for discovering large itemsets make multiple passes over the data. Apriori algorithm is the most established algorithm for frequent itemsets mining (FIM). Apriori is a seminal algorithm for finding frequent itemsets using candidate generation.
- Apriori-like algorithm is not of very high performance in comparison to others but it is more convenient to be realized for distributed processing in a grid computing environment due to its loosely coupled processes.

Figure 2: Data flow Diagram
Apriori is an algorithm for frequent item set mining and association rule learning over transactional databases. It proceeds by identifying the frequent individual items in the database and extending them to larger and larger item sets as long as those item sets appear sufficiently often in the database. The frequent item sets determined by Apriori can be used to determine association rules which highlight general trends in the database: this has applications in domains such as medical analysis.

Apriori Example

Itemsets

\{1,2,3,4\} \\
\{1,2,4\} \\
\{1,2\} \\
\{2,3,4\} \\
\{2,3\} \\
\{3,4\} \\
\{2,4\}

We will use Apriori to determine the frequent item sets of this database. To do so, we will say that an item set is frequent if it appears in at least 3 transactions of the database: the value 3 is the support threshold.

The first step of Apriori is to count the number of occurrences, called the support, of each member item separately, by scanning the database a first time. We obtain the following result.

Item Support

\{1\} 3 \\
\{2\} 6 \\
\{3\} 4 \\
\{4\} 5

6. Conclusion

CRM-SCM integration strives to satisfy and promptly deliver products to customers, ensuring availability of the product and maintaining profitability of the manufacturer. From the analysis of the evolution of the retail sector, it is concluded that the reinforcement of relationship marketing is of utmost importance in today’s context of thriving competition. The development of methodologies to support customer relationship management in retailing can increase companies’ volume of sales. The effective integration of both CRM and SCM is designed by considering parameters of product, customer and sales information. Customer retention and profit is the expected outcome of assimilation of both CRM and SCM. The elucidation can be further enhanced by adding few more parameters to the transaction module of architecture could be dealt in future.
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